
Classifying C1+ Structures on Dynamical Fractals: 1 TheModuli Space of Solenoid Functions for Markov Maps onTrain Tracks.A. A. Pinto1 and D. A. Rand2AbstractSullivan's scaling function provides a complete description of the smoothconjugacy classes of cookie-cutters. However, for smooth conjugacy classesof Markov maps on a train track, such as expanding circle maps and traintrack mappings induced by pseudo-Anosov systems, the generalisation of thescaling function su�ers from a de�ciency. It is di�cult to characterise thestructure of the set of those scaling functions which correspond to smoothmappings. In this paper we introduce a new invariant for Markov mapscalled the solenoid function. We prove that for any prescribed topologicalstructure, there is a one-to-one correspondence between smooth conjugacyclasses of smooth Markov maps and pseudo-H�older solenoid functions. Thisgives a characterisation of the moduli space for smooth conjugacy classes ofsmooth Markov maps. For smooth expanding maps of the circle with degreed this moduli space is the space of H�older continuous functions on the spacef0; : : : ; d� 1gN satisfying the matching condition.1 Introduction.In this paper we consider Markov maps on train tracks. These are both interesting intheir own right and also arise naturally in the study of many dynamical problems. Forexample, one can associate a pair of these to any pseudo-Anosov di�eomorphism of asurface. The Ck structure of the pseudo-Anosov system f determines a C1+ structureon each of the train tracks in which the Markov maps are smooth and these determinethe Ck conjugacy class of f . In [5] we explain the associated correspondence betweenfamilies of pairs of solenoid functions and the smooth classi�cation of families of mapsbetween 2-dimensional foliated manifolds such as pseudo-Anosov systems. Other exam-ples of Markov maps on train tracks include expanding maps of the circle and expandingmaps on 1-dimensional branched manifolds. There are also interesting applications of1Faculdade de Ciencias, Universidade do Porto, 4000 Porto, Portugal.2Nonlinear Systems Laboratory, Mathematics Institute, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL,UK. 1



the related Markov families (see [9] and [10]) to the study of the return maps of the Te-ichm�uller ow on sections of the moduli space (see [1], [2], [5]) and also to the problemsassociated with convergence of renormalisation. Applications to in�nitely renormalis-able unimodal maps, bimodal maps and homeomorphisms of the circle are described,for example, in [6], [9], [10] and [11]. Moreover, in [4], we use Markov families (horocyclefamilies) to generate the moduli space of C1+ smooth di�eomorphisms of the circle withrotation number of constant type. Some other examples are described in detail later inthis section and in sections 1.1 and 5.In section 4 we de�ne the scaling function for a Markov map on a train track. This isan obvious extension of Sullivan's scaling function for cookie-cutters on binary Cantorsets ([13]). In section 10 we prove that the scaling function is a complete invariantfor smooth conjugacy classes of Markov maps. However, it su�ers from the seriousde�ciency that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between smooth conjugacyclasses of Markov maps and scaling functions. This is because for general Markov mapssuch as expanding maps of the circle it is di�cult to determine which scaling functionsactually arise. For example, in subsection 4.1 we give some simple examples of scalingfunctions without corresponding smooth Markov maps. This raises the open problemof �nding a better complete invariant.In section 5, we solve this by introducing a new concept: the solenoid function.Whereas the scaling functions compare scales at di�erent levels in the cylinder structure,the solenoid function compares them at the same level. It is more democratic. Thereason for the name is that solenoid functions are in one-to-one correspondence withtransversally continuous a�ne solenoid laminations (see [3], [16] and [17]).In section 9 we construct from a solenoid function the canonical set C of smoothcharts for the domain of a Markov map. These give a train track with a canonicalsmooth structure and a Markov map which is smooth in this structure. In section 12and 13 we prove the one-to-one correspondence between smooth conjugacy classes ofsmooth Markov maps and solenoid functions.These results concern C1+ smoothness. We also address the corresponding questionsforC1+� smoothness for a speci�c value of �. We de�ne an �-solenoid function in section6. In section 14 we prove that the space of the �-solenoid functions is a moduli space forthe C1+�� smooth conjugacy classes of C1+�� smooth Markov maps. If the solenoidfunction sF : S ! R+ is not an �-solenoid function for some � > � > 0 then the Markovmap F is not C1+� smooth.In section 7 we de�ne the properties of determination and �-determination forsolenoid functions sF : S ! R+ of the Markov map F . Solenoid functions with ei-2



ther of these properies are said to be determined or �-determined. We prove that if thesolenoid function sF : S ! R+ is determined then there is a smooth Markov map Gsuch that �G = �F and Gj�G = F j�F . The proof is in section 14. If the solenoidfunction sF : S ! R+ is �-determined then the Markov map G is C1+�� smooth.In section 8 we give a balanced equivalence between the geometry of the Markovpartitions and smoothness for Markov maps. We prove the theorems of section 8 insection 11.The results in this paper extend to Markov families (see [8] and [9]).Many of the results that we prove here are corollaries of the results of the companionpaper [7]. Some readers may feel that logic dictates that [7] should be read before thispaper. However, we have chosen to stress the applications of [7] and have thereforemade this paper the �rst in the series.1.1 Some examples.Before proceeding with the statements of our results we consider some simple examplesto introduce and motivate our concepts and results.1.1.1 Expanding circle maps.An expanding circle map E : S1 ! S1 is a C1+ map with the property that in somesmooth metric jdE(x)j > � > 1, for all x 2 S1. For simplicity, let us restrict tothe orientation preserving case. According to Shub [12], if E has degree d then E isconjugate to the mapping Ed : S1 ! S1 given by Ed(z) = zd in complex notation.Degree d expanding circle maps are an example of C1+ Markov maps with a Markovpartition fC0; : : : ; Cd�1g of closed intervals such that their end-points are the �xed pointc0 = Cd�1 \C0 of E and its preimages ci = Ci�1 \Ci, for all 0 < i < d.
Figure 1: A representation of the circle as a train track made up of cylinders. The largerdots represent the junctions. 3



We use a (rather trivial) train track T to represent the circle. This consists of dintervals C0; : : : ; Cd�1 joined end to end so as to make up a circle (see �gure 1). Thejoining points are called junctions. In this case each junction has a very simple structure:it has a smooth journey through a junction. The journey de�nes a smooth chart at thejunction. The smooth structure here is just the one coming from the circle. However, inour later examples more complicated structures will be important. The map E respectsthis smooth structure.For this example our solenoid function SE is a mapping from f0; : : : ; d�1gZ�0 to thepositive reals R+. It satis�es a simple condition called a matching condition. One of ourmain results is that the correspondence E ! SE is a bijection from all C1+ conjugacyclasses of expanding C1+ maps of the circle with degree d and all H�older solenoid func-tions. These solenoid functions therefore provide the moduli space of smooth conjugacyclasses for this problem.1.1.2 Anosov toral automorphisms.
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AAFigure 2: A Markov partition for f into two rectangles A and B. The lines drawn onthe torus are segments of the stable and unstable manifolds of the �xed point.Consider the automorphism f of the torus T2 = R2=Z2 de�ned by the matrix0@ 1 11 0 1A :The unstable (resp. stable) subspace of the origin for f is generated by the vectorvu = (1; g) (resp. vs = (�g; 1)) where g = (p5 � 1)=2 is the golden mean. They haveeigenvalues �u = g�1 and �s = �g. One of the Markov partitions of f is de�ned interms of the projection of these subspaces into T 2 as shown in �gure 2. The Markovpartition of f has two rectangles A and B as shown. The stable and unstable foliationsof f are given by the lines parallel to vs and vu respectively.4
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(a) (b)Figure 3: (a) The rectangles A and B of the Markov partition. The vectors ~v and ~wshown generate the lattice which tiles the plane with A and B. The closed one-manifolds�1, �2 and �3 are used as in the text to construct the train track. (b) The train trackobtained for the glueing construction using �1, �2 and �3 and the glueings de�ned bythe stable foliation and the translations in the lattice Z~v + Z~w. Note that the onlysmooth journeys through the junction go from A to A, from A to B and from B to A.There is no smooth journey from B to B.
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Alternatively, we can represent this as follows. Let A and B be the squares in theplane shown in �gure 3 with areas a2 = 1=(1+ g2) and b2 = g2=(1+ g2) respectively. Ifwe translate these using the vector ~v and ~w shown then they tile the plane. Therefore,ASB is a fundamental domain for the torus R2=(Z~v � Z~w). Consider the linear mapL which contract the horizontal by the facter �s = �g and dilates the vertical by�u = g�1. Under this mapping ~v ! ~w and ~w ! ~v + ~w. Therefore, L induces the aboveautomorphism of the torus f and A and B de�ne a Markov partition for L. The stableand unstable foliation are just given by the horizontal and vertical lines.For each of the stable and unstable foliations we now obtain a train track X anda smooth Markov map m : X ! X on this train track in the following way. LetA0 = A + ~w, A00 = A + ~v and B0 = B + ~v be translation of A and B. Let �1; �2and �3 be the unstable leaf segments shown in Figure 2. Let �i;� denote the closedsegments in �i which are in � 2 fA;A0; A00; B;B0g. De�ne maps g1 : �1;B ! �2;B0 ,g2 : �1;A0 ! �3;A, g3 : �2;A ! �3;A and g4 : �3;A ! �3;A00 by the following prescription.The image of a point x is the unique point in the range which lies in the same stableleaf segment as a translation of x by an element of Z~v � Z~w.The train track X is the quotient by g1; g2; g3 and g4 of the disjoint union of �1; �2and �3. It has the geometry shown in �gure 3(b).The smooth structures of the 1-manifolds �1; �2 and �3 de�ne the smooth structureon X. A path through X is Cr (r > 1) if the induced paths in �1; �2 and �3 are.Moreover, X is natural for the problems we wish to consider because it has theproperty given below. Under the projection R2 ! T2 = R2=(Z~v � Z~w) the verticallines are sent onto the unstable manifolds. We therefore will call these the unstableleaves. Let l be the torus lift to R2 of an unstable leaf in the torus. De�ne the mapping�l : l ! X by using identi�cation by the translations in Z~v � Z~w and by identi�cationof points in the same unstable segments contained in A or B. Suppose that we are givenan in�nite path j : R ! X. Then there is a unique unstable leaf in the torus whoselift l to R2 is such that the mapping �l : l ! X transverses the two loops of X in thesame sequence as the path j. The property of naturalness is the following: There is aCr di�eomorphism p : R! l such that �l � p = j.With this smooth structure on X, the map f induces a map m = mu : X ! Xde�ned as follows. By our construction the map f can be though of a self map of thedisjoint union of A and B. Moreover, we have a natural map � : AFB ! X. The map6



m is the unique map which makes the following diagram commute.AFB f�! AFB� # # �X m�! XA representation of this map as a map of the interval is shown in �gure 4.
π(A) π(B)Figure 4: A representation of the Markov map m : X ! X as a map of the interval.The map sends the circle ~B corresponding to B onto the circle ~A corresponding to Aand maps ~A onto both ~A and ~B.The map m is smooth in the smooth structure of X. It sends smooth paths tosmooth paths.By interchanging stable and unstable (s and u) we can similarly de�ne ms : Xs !Xs.This process can be similarly carried out for any C1+ Anosov map g which is topo-logically conjugate to f and de�nes Markov maps mug and msg . All of the maps mug(resp. msg) are topologically conjugate i.e. if g1 and g2 are two such maps then thereare canonical homeomorphisms hu;sg1;g2 : Xu;sg1 ! Xu;sg2 which conjugates the respectiveMarkov maps. The Markov maps are C1+ conjugate if the corresponding homeomor-phism is C1+.The Markov maps that arise from such Anosov systems are easily characterisedin terms of the eigenvalues of their �xed points and hence in terms of their solenoidfunctions. They are also characterised by the fact that the end-points of their cylindersmake up an orbit of a C1+ homeomorphismof the circle which is conjugate to a rotation.The two di�eomorphisms of the circle obtained in this way correspond to the holonomymaps of the stable and unstable foliation. Looked at from another point of view, thisconsruction gives precisely those C1+ di�eomorphisms of the circle which converge underrenormalisation. All of these facts are explained in [5]7



In a later paper [4] we will show that there is a one-to-one correspondence betweenthe C1+ conjugacy classes of such Anosov maps and pairs of C1+ conjugacy classes ofsuch Markov maps. In this paper we characterise the space of C1+ conjugacy classes of awide generalisation of such Markov maps in terms of our H�older solenoid functions. Thusour results provide a moduli space of pairs of solonoid functions for smooth conjugacyclasses of Anosov di�eomorphisms. A clssi�cation in terms of cohomology classes ofH�older cocycles has been proved by Cawley in [1]Let � be the subset of : : : "2"1 2 fa; b; p1; p2; p3gN such that for all j, "j+1"j isone of ab, ba, bb, bp1, p1p3, p3p2 and p2p2. Let S = � � N. Then we prove that,in this case, the C1+ conjugacy classes of the unstable Markov maps are in one-to-onecorrespondence with the space of all H�older functions s : S ! R+ which satisfy a certainmatching condition and a simple condition corresponding to the abovementioned �xedpoint eigenvalue condition. A similar result holds for the stable Markov map.1.1.3 Pronged singularities in pseudo-Anosov maps.
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λ2Figure 5: (a) The leaves of the unstable foliation of a pseudo-Anosov di�eomorphismnear a 3-pronged singularity. The submanifolds �1, �2 and �3 are the transversals usedto construct the train track. (b) The train track X constructed in this way.Near a 3-pronged singularity the unstable leaves of a pseudo-Anosov map look as in�gure 5(a). If we carry out the collapsing procedure analogous to that employed in thelast example we obtain a Y-shaped space X as in �gure 5(b). Let �1; �2 and �3 bethree transversals as shown in 5(a). The manifold structure of these de�ne charts on Xby identi�cation of points on the same unstable manifold. But it is clear from �gure 5that these must satisfy the compatibility condition that they agree on the intersectionof their domains. To handle the compatibility condition we will introduce the notionof turntables. Each junction in our train track will contain a stack of turntables. Thecharts in each turntable satisfy these strong compatibility conditions.8



λ3

X Figure 6: (a) The leaves of the unstable foliation of a pseudo-Anosov di�eomorphismnear a 1-pronged singularity. The submanifold �1 is the transversal used to constructthe train track. (b) The train track X constructed in this way.For a 1-pronged singularity we obtain the analogous structures shown in �gure 6.The unstable manifolds de�ne a map g from �1 to itself and the train trackX is naturallyidenti�ed with the quotient �1=g. Some more discussion of these two examples is givenin subsection 2.1.1.1.4 Cookie-cutters.Suppose that I0 and I1 are two disjoint closed subintervals of the interval I containingthe end-points of I = [�1; 1]. A cookie-cutter is a C1+ map F : X ! X such thatjdF j > � > 1 and F (I0) = F (I1) = I: If�n = fx 2 I : F j�1(x) 2 I0 [ I1; 1 � j � ngthen �n consists of 2n disjoint closed n-cylindersI"1:::"n = fx 2 I : F j�1(x) 2 I"j ; 1 � j � ng:Each cylinder I"1:::"n�2 = I"1 :::"n�1 [G"1:::"n�2 [ I"1:::"0n�1where G"1:::"n�2 is a n-gap. The invariant Cantor set C of FC = \n�1�n = fx 2 I : F jx 2 I0 [ I1; for all j � 0gis constructed inductively by deleting the n-gaps. The smoothness and the expandingproperty of F implies that the Cantor set C has bounded geometry.We can regard this as a Markov map on a (rather trivial) train track X as follows.X is the disjoint union of the three closed intervals I0, G = �I n (I0 [ I1) and I1 quotientby the junctions J1 = f�1g, J2 = I0 \G, J3 = G \ I1 and J4 = f1g. At the junctionsJ2 and J3, we can de�ne the smooth structure by journeys. However, in this case, it isjust the smooth structure induced by the inclusion of I0v G and I1 into I.9



The symbolic space � is given by f0; 1gN, the set of in�nite right-handed words"1"2 : : : of 0s and 1s. We add a positive or negative sign to 0 and 1 corresponding tothe sign of the derivative of the Markov map F in I0 and I1, respectively. There arefour possible orderings on the symbolic set � corresponding to the two di�erent choicesof orientation of the cookie-cutter on each of the two intervals I0 and I1.The mapping h : �! R de�ned byh("1"2 : : :) = \n�1 I"1:::"ngives an embedding of � intoR. Moreover, the map h is a topological conjugacy betweenthe shift � : �! � and the cookie-cutter F : �! � de�ned on its invariant set.We use a train track X to represent the interval I as follows. Let the train track Xbe the disjoint union of the closed intervals I0, G = I n (I0 [ I1) and I1 quotient by thejunctions J1 = f�1g, J2 = I0 \G, J3 = G \ I1 and J4 = f1g. At the junctions J2 andJ3, we de�ne the smooth structure by journeys. Each journey is just the identity mapfrom any subset of X containing J2 or J3 to I.For this example our solenoid function SF is any H�older continuous mapping fromf0; 1gZ�0 to the positive reals R+. The fact that it does not have to satisfy a conditionas in equation (1) is an advantage when compared to the scaling function. There is abijection from all C1+ conjugacy classes of C1+ cookie-cutters and all H�older solenoidfunctions.2 Train tracks.The underlying space of a traintrackX is a quotient space de�ned as follows. Consider a�nite set of lines l1; : : : ; lm. Each line is path connected one-dimensional closed manifold.The end points l�i of the line li are the termini of li. A regular point is a point in Xthat is not a terminus. The termini are partitioned into junctions J�. Then X is thequotient space obtained from the disjoint union of the lines by identifying termini inthe same junction.A journey j is a mapping of an interval I = (t0; tn) into X with the followingproperties.� there is a �nite set of times t0 < t1 < : : : < tn such that j(t) is in a junction ifand only if t = ti for some 0 < i < n;� j is a local homeomorphism at all regular points;10



� for all small " > 0 and all 0 < i < n the map j gives a local homeomorphism of(ti � "; ti] and [ti; ti + ") into the lines containing j(ti � ") and j(ti + ").Suppose that x and y are termini. If there is a journey j : I ! X such that j(ti) isin the junction and for some " > 0 j(t) is in Ix (resp. Iy) when t 2 (ti � "; ti) (resp.(ti; ti+")) then we write x *) y and say that there is a connection from x to y. If x *) xthen we sat that x is reversible. An example of a reversible terminus is given by thetrain track obtained from a 1-pronged singularity in a pseudo-Anosov di�eomorphism(see �gure 6).Given journeys j1 and j2 such that j1(s0) = j2(t0), let s(t) be the unique functionde�ned on a neighbourhood of t0 such that s(t0) = s0 and j1(s(t)) = j2(t). Call s(t) thetimetable conversion of (j1; j2) at x. The journeys j1 and j2 are Cr compatible if thetimetable conversion is Cr for all common points x.A Cr structure on X is de�ned by giving a compatible set of journeys which passthrough every point of X and through every connection. However, it has to satisfy someextra conditions that we now specify.As explained in subsection 1.1.3 we often require extra constrains at junctions. Theseare described by turntables. Associated to every junction is a set (possibly empty) ofturntables. Each turntable � is a subset of the junction such that if x; y 2 � then there isa connection between x and y. We adopt the convention that every subset of a turntableis a turntable. A maximal turntable is one that is not contained in any bigger one. Thedegree of a turntable is the number of termini in it where each reversible terminus iscounted twice.A smooth structure on the train track X must satisfy the following condition ateach turntable � . If j1 (resp. j2) is a Cr journey through the connection from x to y(resp. x to z) and j1 = j2 on the line terminating in x then �j1 and j2 de�ne a Crjourney through the connection from y to z. The journey �j1 is the journey j1 withtime reversed.De�nition 1 A Cr smooth structure on a train track X is de�ned by a set of journeysfj�g such that� every point of X is visited by some journey j�;� the journeys fj�g are Cr compatible; and� the above turntable condition holds.When we speak of a smooth metric on X, we just mean a metric on the disjointunion of the lines which is a smooth metric on each line.11



2.1 Train track obtained by glueing.A standard way of constructing a train track is given by the following construction.We are given a �nite number of path connected closed one manifolds �1; : : : ; �s anda set D of Cr di�eomorphisms whose domain and ranges are each a closed submanifoldof the �j. The domain and range can be in the same �j.From the disjoint union of the �j we form the quotient space X obtained by identify-ing all pairs of points which are the form x; g(x) where g(x) 2 D. The smooth structureis that de�ned by the set of projections �j : �j ! X.Figure 7 gives same examples of local traintrack structures obtained in this way.Let us use the construction to get a better understanding of the examples given insection 1.1 involving pronged singularities of pseudo-Anosov maps.. For the 3-prongedcase, one can see the smooth structure on the Y -shaped space from this �gure. We usethe glueing construction of subsection 1.1.3. The unstable leafs de�ne the glueing mapsgi;j : �i ! �j by holonomy. It is clear from this that the smooth structure on the Yis de�ned by the three charts given by the projection of each �i into Y . But from thepicture one can see that any two of these determines the third. This is the turntablecondition for the Y .For the single prong or cusp singularity of a pseudo-Anosov map take �1 as shownin Figure 6 then there is a single glueing map g : �1 ! �1 given by the holonomy onleaves. This is shown in �gure 7(e).3 Markov maps.We now de�ne the notion of a smooth Markov map F : X ! X on the train trackX. For such a map the set of lines is partitioned into the subset of cylinders C andand the subset of gaps G. We let X0 denote the subspace of X corresponding to thecylinders. The mapM does not have to be de�ned on the gaps. We insist that the linesterminating in a turntable of degree d > 2 are all cylinders.We say that a mapping F : X ! X is faithful on journeys at the turntable � if everyshort journey through � is sent to a journey through the image turntable � 0 and thepreimage of every short journey through � 0 is a journey through � .A map F : X ! X is Markov if� F is a local homeomorphism on the interior of each cylinder;� F maps termini to termini; 12
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(e)Figure 7: Some local traintracks obtained by glueing. Note that those shown in (c) and(d) have no embedding into Euclidean space.13



� F permutes the turntables of degree d > 2 and is faithful on journeys at each ofthem;� if � is a maximal turntable of degree 2 then � is the image of either a regular pointor a maximal turntable which has degree 2; and� for all lines B there exists a cylinder C such that the image of C contains B.Note that these conditions imply that the image of a cylinder contains all the cylin-ders that it meets. If F maps the turntable � to the turntable � 0 then we say that F isa Cr di�eomorphism at � if it maps every Cr journey through � 0 Cr di�eomorphicallyonto a Cr journey through � 0.If r > 1, a Cr Markov map F : X ! X is a Markov map such that� at every regular point F is a local Cr di�eomorphism;� F is a Cr di�eomorphism in each turntable of degree d > 2;� if � is a maximal turntable of degree 2 then � is the Cr di�eomorphic image ofeither a regular point or a maximal turntable � 0 of degree 2; and� there exists � > 1 and a smooth metric on X such that at every regular point x,jjdF (x)jj> �.Let us suppose that the cylinders are indexed by a set S. Thus we denote them byCa, a 2 S.A point x 2 Sa2S Ca is captured if for all m > 0, Fm(x) 2 Sa2S Ca. The set of allcaptured points in Sa2S Ca is denoted by � = �F . The set of intervals fCag is calledthe Markov partition of F .The Markov maps F and G are topologically conjugate if there exist a homeomor-phism h : �F ! �G such that G � h = h � F on �F . If the map h has a Cr extensionto X then we say that the map h is a Cr conjugacy.If h ia a mapping of a closed subset X of Rn inti Rm then we say that it is Cr ifit has a Cr extension to some neighnourhood of X. Moreover, we say that amap h isC1+ if it is C1+" smooth, for some 0 < " < 1.Theorem 1 Two Cr Markov maps F and G on a Cr train track are Cr conjugate ifand only if they are in the same C1+ conjugacy class.14



Remark. The optimal result in this direction says that in this theorem C1+ can bereplaced by uniformly asymptotically a�ne (uaa). This is proved in [3].Proof of theorem 1. This theorem is proved by using a blow-down blow-up techniqueas in the case where X is a one-manifold (e.g. see theorem 27 in [9]).Symbolic Dynamics.Given a Markov map F , let �s = �Fs denote the symbolic set of in�nite right-handedwords " = "1"2 : : : such that (i) for all m � 1, "m 2 S and (ii) there exists x" 2 C withthe property that Fm(x") 2 C"m for all m � 1. We call these words admissible.Endow �s with the usual topology. Let � = �F be the space obtained from �s byidentifying " with "0 if x" is equal to x"0 . If x" and x0" are in the same junction of X then" and "0 are de�ned to be in the same junction of �. If fx"1 ; : : : ; x"ng is a turntable forX then f"1; : : : ; "ng is de�ned to be a turntable for �.De�ne the shift � = �F : �! � by �("1"2 : : :) = "2"3 : : :. As it is well-known, theMarkov map F on �F is topologically conjugate to �F on �F .Two Markov maps can give rise to the same shift map even though they are nottopologically conjugate because � does not take in account the order of the pointsin each set Ca � X. Therefore, we order the points on � using the ordering on thecorresponding points in the sets Ca � X. The symbolic dynamical system is the set �with the shift � : �! �.Lemma 1 The correspondence F ! �F induces a one-to-one correspondence betweentopological conjugacy classes of Markov maps and symbolic dynamical systems.The proof of lemma 1 is simple.Cylinder structures.For all " 2 �F let t = "1 : : : "l and de�ne the l-cylinder Ct = CFt as the closedinterval consisting of all x 2 C such that for all 1 � j � l, F j(x) 2 C"j : Suppose that Ctand Cs are two l-cylinders such that (i) Ct and Cs are contained in the same 1-cylinderCa; (ii) there is no other l-cylinder between Ct and Cs in Ca; (iii) in the interior ofthe cylinder Ca, Ct \ Cs = ;. Then we de�ne the l-gap Cg = Cgt;s to be the closedinterval between them. An l-line is de�ned to be a l-cylinder or a l-gap. This de�nesthe cylinder structure of F .We say that a cylinder structure has bounded geometry if there are constants c > 0and m > 0 such that 15



(i) for all l > 1 if D is a l-line and E is the (l � 1)-cylinder which contains Dthen jDj=jEj > c and(ii) if F is the (l �m)-cylinder which contains D then D 6= F .4 The scaling function.Before proceeding to our treatment of the smooth classi�cation problem in terms ofthe solenoid function, we consider the generalisation of the scaling function de�ned bySullivan [13] for cookie-cutters. A C1+ Markov map F de�nes a H�older scaling function�F which is a complete invariant of the C1+ conjugacy class of C1+ Markov maps (seetheorem 2 and theorem 3). We give two simple examples of scaling functions �F = �which do not have a corresponding C1+ Markov map.For the special case of C1+ Markov maps which do not have connections, we provethe one-to-one correspondence between H�older scaling functions and C1+ conjugacyclasses of C1+ Markov maps without connections. This result is stated in theorem 4.The metric set 
.Let us consider the cylinder structure generated by a C1+ Markov map F . De�nethe set 
n = 
Fn as the set of all symbols t corresponding to the n-cylinders and n-gaps.We also must keep a record of other basic topological information as follows: werecord (i) the topological order of all n-cylinders within each 1-cylinder; (ii) which endpoints of each n-cylinders are junctions and which junction they are.De�ne the set 
 = 
F as the set of all in�nite left-handed words t = : : : tn : : : t1such that for all n � 1, tn 2 
n and F (Ctn+1) = Ctn.De�ne the metric d : 
 � 
 ! R+ as follows. Choose 0 < � < 1. For all t; s 2 
,the distance d(t; s) is equal to �n if and only if tn = sn and tn+1 6= sn+1.For all t 2 
n+1 the mother of t is the symbol m(t) 2 
n which has the propertythat Ct � Cm(t). For all t 2 
 de�ne the set of children Ct of t as the set of all in�niteleft symbols s such that tn is the mother of sn+1 for all n � 1:Ct = fs : m(sn+1) = tn; for all n � 1g:Let �F : 
! R be the well-de�ned function�F (t) = limn!1 jCtnj=jCm(tn)j:16



De�nition 2 A scaling function is a function � : 
! R+ such that for all t 2 
Xs2Ct �(s) = 1: (1)We say that the scaling function is H�older if it is H�older continuous in the above metricd. The equality (1) tells us that there is a corresponding topological Markov map. Since
 is compact, the scaling function is bounded from zero if and only if, the cylinder struc-ture has bounded geometry. The H�older continuity of the scaling function correspondsto the C1+ smoothness of the Markov map.Theorem 2 If F is a C1+ Markov map then the function �F : 
F ! R+ is a H�olderscaling function.Theorem 3 Let F and G be two Cr Markov maps in the same topological conjugacyclass. Then F and G are Cr conjugate, where r > 1 if and only if the scaling function�F is equal to �G.By theorem 3, the H�older scaling function � : 
 ! R+ is a complete invariant ofthe C1+ conjugacy classes of C1+ Markov maps.Theorem 4 Given a H�older scaling function � : 
! R+ with domain 
 correspondingto a topological Markov map without connections then there is a C1+ Markov map Fwith scaling function �F = �.Corollary 1 There is a one-to-one correspondence between C1+ conjugacy classes ofC1+ Markov maps without connections and H�older scaling functions � : 
! R+ withdomain 
 corresponding to topological Markov maps without connections. Moreover,if F and G are Cr Markov maps in the same C1+ conjugacy class of C1+ Markov mapsthen they are Cr conjugate.Proof of corollary 1. This is by theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4.4.1 A H�older scaling function without a corresponding smoothMarkov map.In this section we describe one of the problems associated with the scaling function. Thegeneral problem is the following. For a given class of smooth Markov maps the scaling17



function is a complete invariant but it is di�cult to determine which scaling functionactually arise.To illustrate this we consider the following simple class of Makov maps of the intervalI = [0; 1]. We consider expanding maps f : I ! I such that for some 0 < r < 1,f0 = f j[0;r] (resp. f1 = f j[r;1]) is a C1+ di�eomorphism of [0; r] (resp. [r; 1]) onto I.Clearly, each such map f determines a H�older scaling function sf : 
 = f0; 1gZ>0 ! R.Moreover, theorem 4 asserts that every such function occurs in this way.However, we now consider the subclass of such mappings which correspond to degreetwo expanding mappings of the circle. By the above comments the scaling functions forthese sre a complete invariant of C1+ conjugacy. Moreover, we have the following fact.Lemma 2 There is a H�older scaling function � : 
! R+ of the above form such thatno C1+ expanding map of the circle has � as its scaling function.Proof of lemma 2. If F de�nes a C1+ expanding map of the circle then �F (: : :00) =�F (: : :11). But clearly there are H�older scaling functions in the above class which donot satisfy this property.Thus if we wish to �nd a moduli space for expanding maps of the circle, we arenaturally lead to the question of which scaling functions occur. It is now easy to seethat this problem is not naturally posed in terms of the scaling function. In particular,it is clear that the condition for a scaling function to correspond to a smooth map ofthe circle contains in�nitely many equalities of the form of that used in the proof ofthe lemma. The natural object with which to consider such problems is the solenoidfunction.5 The moduli space of solenoid functions.Given a C1+ Markov map F we construct a pseudo-H�older solenoid function sF : SF !R+. By construction, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the domains of thesolenoid functions and the topological conjugacy classes of Markov maps.By theorem 6, the pseudo-H�older solenoid function is a complete invariant of theC1+ classes of C1+ Markov maps. More importantly, given a pseudo-H�older solenoidfunction s : S ! R+ we construct a corresponding C1+ Markov map F such thatsF = s : S ! R+. Therefore, the space of the pseudo-H�older solenoid functions is amoduli space for the C1+ conjugacy classes of C1+ Markov maps.18



Moreover, the solenoid function has the following additional advantage over thescaling function. The solenoid function s : S ! R+ corresponding to a Markov mapwithout connections does not have to satisfy any constrain such as equality (1).We use our examples of section 1.1 to give some easy and elucidative examples ofsolenoid functions and we exemplify the importance of the de�nition of connections.In [8], we generalise this concept to give a moduli space for the C1+ conjugacy classesof C1+ Markov families (see [11]).The results of this section naturally extend from the C1+ smoothness category to the(uaa) uniformly asymptotically a�ne category replacing the pseudo-H�older continuityof the solenoid function s : S ! R+ by the pseudo-continuity of the solenoid functions : S ! R+ (see [3]).5.1 The solenoid function.Firstly, we de�ne the solenoid function sF : A ! R+ on a set A which depends on F .We then show how to replace A by an appropriate symbol space which only dependsupon the topological conjugacy class of F .The function sF : A ! R+.Let F be a topological Markov map. A connection preorbit c of a connection c1 =fc�1 ; c+1 g 2 C is a sequence c = : : : c2c1 such that (i) for all m > 1, cm = fc�m; c+mg is aconnection or c�m = c+m; (ii) F (c�m) = c�m�1 and F (c+m) = c+m�1.Given n 2 N the pair (c; n) determines sequences E�(c; n) = : : :E�n+1E�n andE+(c; n) = : : :E+n+1E+n of lines as follows: E�n+m (resp. E+n+m) is the (n+m � 1)-linewith c�m (resp. c+m) as an end-point. We call the pair (E�(c; n); E+(c; n)) a two-linepreorbit.If c1 is a preimage connection then the scaling structure of its two-line preorbits(E�(c; n); E+(c; n)) with n > 1 is determined by those of its image. Therefore, we justneed to keep track of the scaling for the two-line preorbits (E�(c; 1); E+(c; 1)). On theother hand, if c1 has no preimage then we must study the scaling of its two-line preorbits(E�(c; n); E+(c; n)) for all n � 1.Let the set of all preimage connections PC be equal to the set of all connections whichare C1+ preimages of either a connection or a regular point. Therefore, by de�nitionof a Markov map if a connection c is contained in a turntable of degree d > 2 then theconnection c is a preimage connection. Let the set GC of all gap connections be the19



set of all connections fx; yg such that x or y is an extreme point of a gap. Let the setA = AF of F be equal toA = f(c; n) : (c1; n) 2 C � f1g or (c1; n) 2 C n (PC [GC)�Ngwhere c is a connection preorbit of c1 2 C.De�ne the function sF : A ! R+ bysF (c; n) = limm!1 jE�n+mjjE+n+mj :The symbolic de�nition of the solenoid function sF : S ! R+.The solenoid set S is a symbolic description of the set A. The function sF : A ! R+will correspond to the solenoid function sF : S ! R+.Let (E�(c; n); E+(c; n)) = (: : :E�n+1E�n ; : : :E+n+1E+n ) be a two-line preorbit.Let am (resp. bm) be the label of the m-line which contains E�n+m (resp. E+n+m).Therefore, a = a(c; n) = : : :a2a1 and b = b(c; n) = : : : b2b1 are contained in the set 
.The solenoid set S = SF is the setS = f(a(c; n); b(c; n); n) : (c; n) 2 Ag:For all (t; n) = (a; b; n) 2 SF adjoin to the symbols an and bn all the order infor-mation and all the topological information on the extreme points of the m + n-linesDam;n = E�n+m and Dbm ;n = E+n+m. This information codes the order of the n-lines inthe 1-lines and which lines and points are in which junction.Lemma 3 The correspondence F ! SF induces a one-to-one correspondence betweentopological conjugacy classes of Markov maps and solenoid sets.The Proof of lemma 3 follows by construction of the solenoid set S and by lemma 1.In section 12 we will introduce a new notation for the solenoid set S to prove theorems5, 7, 17, and 18 which is more inteligible for computations.The turntable condition of a function s : S ! R+.Let F be a C1+ Markov map. Let (c; n) be a two-line preorbit such that the pointsc�m and c+m belong to a turntable sm, for all m � 1. Since the Markov map F is C1+smooth, the degree of the turntable sm stabilises to d when m �M .20



Let em1 ; : : : ; emd be any d connections through the turntables sm such that the exite+;mj of emj is the entrance e�;mj+1 of emj+1 for all 1 � j < d and the exit e+;md of emd is theentrance e�;m1 of em1 .For all 1 � j � d, let Dj be a l-line with extreme points e�;mj and e+;mj . Then theproduct of the ratios is equal to d�1Yj=1 jDj+1jjDjj = jDdjjD1j :This imposes the following turntable condition on the solenoid function s : S ! R+.Let "j = : : : e2je1j be a connection preorbit , for all 1 � j � d. The turntable condition isequal to Qdj=1 s("j; n) = 1.The matching condition of a function s : S ! R+.The ratio between two cylinders D1 and D2 at level n is determined by the ratiosof all cylinders contained in the union D1 [D2. This imposes the following matchingcondition on the solenoid function s : S ! R+.For all (t; n) = (a; b; n) 2 S, de�neC(t;n)0 = fz 2 
 : Dzm+n+1 � Dam;n for all m � 1gand C(t;n)00 = fz 2 
 : Dzm+n+1 � Dbm;n for all m � 1g:For all u; v 2 C(t;n)0 [ C(t;n)00 de�nes(u; v) = limm!1 jDvm+n+1 jjDum+n+1 j :The function s : S ! R+ satis�es the matching condition if and only if for all(t; n) 2 S and for all u 2 C(t;n)0 [ C(t;n)00Pv2C(t;n)0 s(u; v)Pv2C(t;n)00 s(u; v) = s(t; n):De�nition 3 A function s : S ! R+ is a solenoid function if and only if satis�es thematching and the turntable conditions.A pseudo-H�older continuous function s : S ! R+.We de�ne a metric d on the solenoid set S as follows. The distance between (s; n)and (z; n) in S is equal to �m+n, if and only if sm = zm and sm+1 6= zm+1, where0 < � < 1. Otherwise, the distance between two elements of S is equal to in�nity.21



The solenoid function s : S ! R+ is pseudo-H�older continuous if and only if thereis a constant c > 0 and 0 < � < 1 such that for all (s; n); (z; n) 2 S����1� s(s; n)s(z; n)���� < c(d((s; n); (z; n)))�:Theorem 5 The C1+ Markov map F de�nes the pseudo-H�older solenoid function s =sF : S ! R+ by s(a; b; n) = limm!1 jDam;njjDbm;nj :Theorem 6 The correspondence F ! sF induces a one-to-one correspondence be-tween C1+ conjugacy classes of C1+ Markov maps and pseudo-H�older solenoid func-tions. Moreover, if F and G are Cr Markov maps in the same C1+ conjugacy class ofMarkov maps then they are Cr conjugate.By compactness of the subset SGC of all (z; 1) 2 S, the solenoid function restrictedto SGC is bounded from zero and in�nity which corresponds to the bounded geometryof the cylinder structure of the Markov map. The matching condition of the solenoidfunction corresponds to the existence of a topological Markov map. The turntablecondition correspond to the existence of journeys through the turntables. The pseudo-H�older property of the solenoid function corresponds to the existence of a C1+ Markovmap.If the solenoid function is bounded from zero then a pseudo-H�older solenoid functionis H�older continuous. Otherwise, the solenoid function is just pseudo-H�older continuous,see example 5.2.If the set of all preimage connections PC is equal to the set of all connections fora C1+ Markov map F then the corresponding solenoid function is H�older continuous.That is the case of cookie-cutters, tent maps on train tracks, expanding circle maps,horocycle maps and Markov maps generated by pseudo-Anosov maps, for example.5.2 Examples of solenoid functions for Markov maps.We will give some examples of solenoid sets and solenoid functions for Markov maps.The examples we give of solenoid functions are very simple, usually they have a muchricher structure. For example, the scaling functions related to renormalisable structuresusually have a lot of self-similarities (see pinto:thesis).Cookie-cutters.22



Suppose that C0 and C1 are two disjoint closed subintervals of the interval C con-taining the end-points of C = [�1; 1]. Let the train track X be the disjoint union ofthe closed intervals I0, G = I n (I0 [ I1) and I1 with junctions J1 = f�1g, J2 = I0 \G,J3 = G\I1 and J4 = f1g. The set of all connections is equal to fJ2; J3g. Let F : X ! Xbe a cookie-cutter. Let SF = f0; 1g and G be the 1-gap between C0 and C1. Add thesymbol 0 to the gap point g0 = C0 \ G and associate the symbol 1 to the gap pointg1 = C1 \ G. Associate the information that the Markov branches F0 and F1 are ori-entation preserving or orientation reversing to the symbols 0 and 1. Let the symbolsequence : : : "2"1 2 f0; 1gN represent the image of the gap point g"1 by the inverseMarkov branches F�1"m � : : : �F�1"2 for all m > 1. Then the solenoid set S is representedby the set S = f0; 1gN:Let F be the following cookie-cutter.F (x) = 8<: 2x x 2 [0; 12 ]3x� 2 x 2 [23 ; 1]The solenoid function sF : S ! R+ is de�ned as follows. For all : : : "2"1 2 S,s(: : : "20) = jF�1"m � : : : � F�1"2 (C0)jjF�1"m � : : : � F�1"2 (G)j = 3and s(: : : "21) = jF�1"m � : : : � F�1"2 (C1)jjF�1"m � : : : � F�1"2 (G)j = 2:Tent maps de�ned on an interval.Let X be the train track containing the cylinders C0 = [a0; b0] and C1 = [a1; b1]with the junctions p2 = fa0; a0g, p3 = fb0; a1g and p4 = fb1; b1g. Let the set of allconnections be equal to fp3g. Let T : X ! X be the C1+ tent map such that (i)dT > � > 1 in C0 and dT < � < �1 in C1; (ii) T (C0) = F (C1) = I. Let the set ST beequal to f0; 1g. Therefore, the set of all preimage connections PC is equal to the set ofall connections. Associate the information that the Markov branches F0 is orientationpreserving to the symbol 0 and that F1 is orientation reversing to the symbol 1. Letthe symbol sequences (: : : "1; n) 2 f0; 1gN �Nrepresent the image of the two n-cylinders with connection p3 by the inverse Markovbranches T�1"m � : : : � T�1"1 for all m > 1. Then the solenoid set S is represented by theset S = f0; 1gN �N:23



Let T be the following example of a tent map.T (x) = 8<: 3x x 2 [0; 13 ]�32x+ 32 x 2 [13 ; 1]For this example the solenoid function sT : S ! R+ is the constant function sT = 2.A smooth Markov map with a pseudo-H�older solenoid functionwhich is not H�older continuous.Let X be the train track containing the cylinders C0 = [a0; b0] and C1 = [a1; b1]with the junctions p2 = fa0; a0g, p3 = fb0; a1g and p4 = fb1; b1g. Let the set of allconnections be equal to fp3g. Let F : X ! X be the C1+ Markov map such thatdF > � > 1 in C0 [ C1 and F (C0) = F (C1) = I. Therefore, the set of all preimageconnections PC is equal to the set of all connections. Let SF = f0; 1g and let thesymbol sequences (: : : "1; n) 2 f0; 1gN �Nrepresent the image of the two n-cylinders with connection p3 by the inverse Markovbranches F�1"m � : : : � F�1"1 for all m > 1. Then the solenoid set S is represented by theset S = f0; 1gN �N:Let F be the following example.F (x) =8<: 3x x 2 [0; 13 ]32x� 12 x 2 [13 ; 1]For all (: : : "1; n) 2 S the solenoid function sF (: : : "1; n) = 2n. Therefore, the solenoidfunction sF : S ! R+ is pseudo-H�older continuous but it is not H�older continuous.Tent maps de�ned on a train track.Let X be the train track containing the cylinders C0 = [a0; b0] and C1 = [a1; b1]with the junctions p2 = fa0; a0g, p3 = fb0; a1g and p4 = fb1; b1g. Let the set of allconnections be equal to the set of all junctions. Let T : X ! X be a tent map.Therefore, the set of all preimage connections PC is equal to the set of all connections.Let the sequence : : : "2"13 correspond to the preimageF�1"m : : :F�1"2 F�1"1 (p3)of p3, for all m � 1. Let the sequence : : : "2"134 correspond to the preimageF�1"m : : : F�1"2 F�1"1 F�1(p4)24



of p4, for all m � 1. Let the sequence : : : "2"1342 : : :2 correspond to the preimageF�1"m : : :F�1"2 F�1"1 F�1F�11 F�10 : : :F�10 (p2)of p2, for allm � 1. The solenoid set S can be represented as the subset of all sequences: : : "2"1 2 S � f0; 1; 2; 3; 4gN�Nsuch that 0 or 1 is followed by 0 or 1 or 3; 3 is followed by 4; 4 is followed by 2; 2 isfollowed by 2.Let T be the a�ne tent mapT (x) = 8<: 2x x 2 [0; 12 ]2� 2x x 2 [12 ; 1] :For this example the solenoid function sT : S ! R+ is the constant function sT = 1.Expanding maps of the circle.Let E : S1 ! S1 be a C1+ expanding map of the circle with degree d. Let S =f0; : : : ; d�1g and for all 0 < i < d let ci be the connection ci = Ci�1\Ci and c0 be theconnection c0 = Cd�1\C0. The set of all connections is equal to the set of all preimageconnections.Let the symbol sequence : : : "1"0 2 f0; : : : ; d� 1gNrepresent the image of the connection c"0 by the inverse Markov branches F�1"m � : : : �F�1"1 (c"0) for all m > 1. Then the solenoid set S is represented by the setS = f0; : : : ; d� 1gN:Let E be the expanding map of the circle with degree d,E(x) = dx(mod 1):For this example the solenoid function sF : S ! R+ is the constant function sF = 1.5.3 The horocycle maps and the di�eomorphisms of the circle.Let H : X ! X be the horocycle map such that (i) Ha(Ca) = Cb and the extremepoints a1 and a2 of Ca are send into H(a1) = b2 and H(a2) = b1; (ii) Hb(Cb) = X andthe extreme points b1 and b2 of Ca are send into H(b1) = a2 and H(b2) = b1. The set25



of all connections p1 = fa1; b2g, p2 = fa2; b1g and p3 = fb1; b2g is equal to the set of allpreimage connections.Let the sequence : : : "2"1bp1 correspond to the preimageH�1"m : : :H�1"2 H�1"1 H�1b (p1)of p3, for all m � 1. Let the sequence : : : "2"1bp1p3 correspond to the preimageH�1"m : : :H�1"2 H�1"1 H�1b H�1(p3)of p3, for all m � 1. Let the sequence : : : "2"1bp1p3p2 : : : p2 correspond to the preimageH�1"m : : :H�1"2 H�1b H�1 : : :H�1(p2)of p2, for allm � 1. The solenoid set S can be represented as the subset of all sequences: : : "2"1 2 S � fa; b; p1; p3; p2gN �Nsuch that a is followed by b; b is followed by a or b or p1; p1 is followed by p3; p3 isfollowed by p2; p2 is followed by p2.Let H be the horocycle map corresponding to the rigid golden rotation Rg, where gis the golden number H(x) = 8<: �gx + 1 x 2 Cb = [0; 1g ]�gx + g x 2 Ca = [1g ; 1]:For this example the solenoid function sH : S ! R+ is the following quasi-constantfunction. For all : : : "2"1bp1 2 SsH (: : : "2"1bp1) = jH�1"m : : :H�1"2 H�1"1 H�1b (Ca)jjH�1"m : : :H�1"2 H�1"1 H�1b (Cb)j = 1g :For all : : : "2"1bp1p3 2 SsH (: : : "2"1bp1p3) = jH�1"m : : :H�1"2 H�1"1 H�1b H�1(Cb)jH�1"m : : :H�1"2 H�1"1 H�1b H�1(Cb)j = 1:For all : : : "2"1bp1p3p2 : : : p2 2 SsH (: : : "2"1bp1p3p2 : : : p2) = jH�1"m : : :H�1"2 H�1b H�1 : : :H�1(Ca)jjH�1"m : : :H�1"2 H�1b H�1 : : :H�1(Cb)j = 1g :The horocycle map H : X ! X generates a C1+ di�eomorphism f : S1 ! S1 of thecircle with golden rotation number (see [4]). The generalisation of the horocycle mapH to horocycle families (Hm)m2Z generates C1+ di�eomorphisms of the circle f withbounded rotation number (see [4] and [10]).Using theorem 6, we prove in [4] that the C1+ Anosov maps are in one-to-onecorrespondence with pairs of horocycle solenoid functions (see also [1]for a classi�cationin terms of cohomology classes of H�older cocycles). Using the holonomy map we provea rigidity result for Anosov maps. 26



5.4 The importance of the connections of a smooth Markovmap.The connection c = Ca\Cb between two cylinders Ca and Cb expresses the existence ofa smooth structure on a neighbourhood of c = Ca \Cb in Ca [Cb. We give an examplewhich illustrates the importance of the connection property.Let F : I ! I be the C1+ Markov map de�ned byF = 8>>><>>>: �32x+ 3 x 2 [0; 2]2x� 1 x 2 [2; 3]32x� 92 x 2 [3; 5]with Markov partition C0 = [0; 2], C1 = [2; 3] and C2 = [3; 5]. The set of connections isCF = f2g and the set of preimage connections PCF is equal to the empty set.De�ne the homeomorphism h : [0; 5]! J such that (i) h is equal to a smooth maph1 in the set [0; 3] and to a smooth map h2 in the set [3; 5]; (ii) h is not smooth at thepoint 3.Let G = h � F � h�1 : J ! J be the smooth Markov map with Markov partitionB0 = [h(0); h(2)], B1 = [h(2); h(3)] and B2 = [h(3); h(5)]. The set of connections isCG = fh(2)g and the set of preimage connections PCG is equal to the empty set.Since the point 3 is not a connection of F and the point h(3) is not a connection ofG then the map h is a smooth conjugacy between the smooth Markov map F and thesmooth Markov map G, even if h is not smooth at the point 3 in the usual sense.The scaling function �F : 
F ! R+ is equal to �G : 
G ! R+ and the solenoidfunction sF : SF ! R+ is equal to sG : SG ! R+.6 The �-solenoid functions.We now turn from questions concerning C1+ smoothness to the corresponding questionsfor C1+� smoothness for a speci�c value of �.By theorem 6, given a solenoid function s : S ! R+ there is a C1+ Markov map Fsuch that sF = s and vice-versa. Below, we construct a metric d = ds on the solenoidset S using the cylinder structure of F .The solenoid function s : S ! R+ is an �-solenoid function if and only if the solenoidfunction s : S ! R+ is � pseudo-H�older continuous with respect to the metric d, for all0 < � < �. This property is independent of the C1+ Markov map F used to de�ne themetric d, if sF = s. 27



A map F is C1+�� smooth if and only if F is C1+� smooth for all 0 < � < � � 1.Given a C1+�� Markov map F the solenoid function sF : S ! R+ is an �-solenoidfunction. Given an �-solenoid function s : S ! R+ there is a C1+�� Markov map Fsuch that sF = s. If the solenoid function s : S ! R+ is not an �-solenoid function forsome � > � > 0 then there is not a C1+� Markov map F such that sF = s.The �-solenoid functions are in one-to-one correspondence with the C1+�� conjugacyclasses of C1+�� Markov maps. Thus, the space of the �-solenoid functions is a modulispace for the C1+�� conjugacy classes of C1+�� Markov maps.The Lipschitz metric dL.Let F be a topological Markov map. For all (t; n) = (a; b; n) and (s; n) 2 S, thedistance dL((t; n); (s; n)) is equal todL((t; n); (s; n)) = jDam;nj+ jDbm;njif and only if tm = sm and tm+1 6= sm+1. Otherwise, the distance between two elementsof S is in�nity.By theorem 6, given a solenoid function s : S ! R+ there is a C1+ Markov map Fsuch that sF = s. The solenoid function s : S ! R+ is � pseudo-H�older continuous ifand only if there is a constant c� > 0 such that for all (t; n); (s; n) 2 S����1� s(t; n)s(s; n) ���� < c�(dL((t; n); (s; n)))�:De�nition 4 An �-solenoid function s : S ! R+ is a solenoid function s : S ! R+which is � pseudo-H�older continuous for all 0 < � � � � 1.Lemma 4 The de�nition of the �-solenoid function s : S ! R+ is independent of theC1+ Markov map F used to de�ne the metric dL, if sF = s.Theorem 7 Given a C1+�� Markov map F the solenoid function s = sF : S ! R+ is� pseudo-H�older continuous for all 0 < � < �.Theorem 8 The correspondence F ! sF induces a one-to-one correspondence betweenC1+�� smooth conjugacy classes of C1+�� Markov maps and �-solenoid functions.Corollary 2 If the Markov map F de�nes an �-solenoid function s : S ! R+ which isnot � > � pseudo-H�older continuous then the Markov map F is not C1+� smooth.28



7 The solenoid function and �-determination.Let F be a topological Markov map such that sF : S ! R+ is a pseudo-H�older contin-uous solenoid function. Below, we de�ne the �-determination property of the solenoidfunction sF : S ! R+. It has the following properties: (i) if the Markov map F isC1+�� smooth then the solenoid function sF has the �-determination property; (ii) ifthe solenoid function sF : S ! R+ is �-determined then there is a C1+�� Markovmap G such that �G = �F and Gj�G = F j�F . Trivially, if the solenoid functionsF : S ! R+ is �-determined then the solenoid function sF is an �-solenoid function.Similarly, we de�ne the determination property of the solenoid function such that(i) if the Markov map F is C1+ smooth then the solenoid function sF : S ! R+ isdetermined; (ii) if the solenoid function sF is determined then there is a C1+ Markovmap G such that �G = �F and Gj�G = F j�F .�-determination.Let us consider the cylinder structure generated by a topological Markov map F .De�ne the pre-solenoid function sF : S �N! R+ bysF (a; b; n; p) = jDap;njjDbp;nj :De�nition 5 Let F be a topological Markov map such that sF : S ! R+ is a solenoidfunction. The solenoid function sF is �-determined (resp. �-strong;y determined) if andonly if for all 0 < � < � (resp. 0 < � � �) there are constants c; c� > 0 such that forall (t; n) = (a; b; n) 2 S����1� sF (t; n)sF (t; n; p)���� < c�(jDap;nj+ jDbp;nj)�:Theorem 9 If the Markov map F is C1+�� smooth then the solenoid function sF is�-determined.Theorem 10 If the pseudo-H�older solenoid function sF is �-determined then there isa C1+�� Markov map G such that �G = �F and Gj�G = F j�F .By theorem 8 and theorem 9, if the solenoid function sF is �-determined then it isan �-solenoid function sF .Corollary 3 If the pseudo-H�older solenoid function sF is �-strongly determined thenthere is a C1+� Markov map G such that �G = �F and Gj�G = F j�F .29



De�nition 6 Let F be a topological Markov map such that sF is a solenoid function.The solenoid function sF : S ! R+ is determined if and only if there is a constant c > 0and 0 < � < 1 such that for all (t; n) = (a; b; n) 2 S����1� sF (t; n)sF (t; n; p)���� < c�n+p:Theorem 11 If the Markov map F is C1+ smooth then the solenoid function sF : S !R+ is determined.Theorem 12 If the pseudo-H�older solenoid function sF is determined then there is aC1+ smooth Markov map G such that �G = �F and Gj�G = F j�F .8 Smoothness of Markov maps and geometry of thecylinder structures.The relevance of this section is to built the bridge between this paper and [7]. Thetheorems of this section are used several times in the proofs of the theorems of thispaper. On the other hand, the proofs of the theorems of this section are done in [7].In this section, we give a balanced equivalence between the smoothness of the Markovmap F and the geometry of the respective cylinder structure. We give a balanced equiv-alence between the geometry of the cylinder structures corresponding to the Markovmaps F and G and the smoothness of the conjugacy h between the Markov maps Fand G.8.1 The solenoid property of a cylinder structure.De�nition 7 The cylinder structure generated by the Markov map F has the �-solenoid property (resp. �-strong solenoid property) if and only if for all 0 < � < � (resp.0 < � � �) there are constants c; c� > 0 such that for all (t; n; p) = (a; b; n; p) 2 S �N,(i) sF (t; 1; p) > c; (ii)����1� sF (t; n; p)sF (t; n; p+ 1) ���� � c�(jDap;nj+ jDbp;nj)�:Theorem 13 A C1+�� Markov map F generates a cylinder structure with the �-solenoid property. A cylinder structure with the �-solenoid property generates a C1+��Markov map G such that �G = �F and Gj�G = F j�F .Corollary 4 A cylinder structure with the �-strong solenoid property generates a C1+�Markov map G such that �G = �F and Gj�G = F j�F .30



De�nition 8 The cylinder structure generated by the Markov map F has the solenoidproperty if and only if there are constants c1; c2 > 0 and 0 < � < 1 such that for all(t; n; p) 2 S �N, (i) sF (t; 1; p) > c1; (ii)����1� sF (t; n; p)sF (t; n; p+ 1) ���� � c2�n+p:Theorem 14 A C1+ Markov map F generates a cylinder structure with the solenoidproperty and vice-versa.8.2 The solenoid equivalence between cylinder structures.Let F and G be two topologically conjugate Markov maps. Therefore, the sets SF �Nand SG �N are equal.De�nition 9 The cylinder structures generated by the C1+ Markov maps F and G aresolenoid equivalent if and only if there are constants c1; c2 > 0 and 0 < � < 1 such thatfor all (t; n; p) 2 S �N, (i) sF (t; 1; p) > c1; (ii)����1� sF (t; n; p)sG(t; n; p)���� � c2�n+p:Theorem 15 Let F and G be Cr Markov maps in the same topological conjugacy class.The conjugacy between F and G is Cr smooth if and only if the cylinder structuresgenerated by F and G are solenoid equivalent.9 The canonical set C of charts.By lemma 3, the solenoid function s : S ! R+ de�nes a symbolic set �F correspondingto a topologicalMarkov mapF . We construct a set C of canonical charts of the symbolicset �F such that (i) for all x 2 �F and for the shift F (x) = �(x) 2 �F there are chartsc : �c ! R+ and e : �e ! R+ in a neighbourhood of x and in a neighbourhood of F (x),respectively, such that the Markov map F is a�ne with respect to the charts c and e;(ii) the solenoid function sF is equal to the solenoid function s; (iii) the compositionmap d � c�1 between any two charts c and d is a smooth map, whenever de�ned.We de�ne the canonical charts c : �c ! R+ by the respective pre-solenoid functionssc : 
c ! R+ up to a�ne transformations as follows.Let c = (t; 1) = (a; b; 1) 2 S. The pre-solenoid set 
c = [n�1
c;n is the set of allpoints (s;m; p) = (v; z;m; p) 2 S �N such that the cylinders Dvp+j�1 ;m; Dzp+j�1 ;m �Daj ;1 [ Dbj ;1 for all j � 1. Let 
c;n � 
c be the set of all symbols (s;m; p) 2 
c31



such that m + j + p = n. The pre-solenoid function sc : 
c ! R+ is de�ned bysc(s;m; p) = s(s;m).The domain �c of the canonical chart c is the set of all symbols "1"2 : : : 2 �F suchthat "1 is equal to a1 or b1.The matching condition implies that the pre-solenoid functions sc : 
c ! R+ de�nea cylinder structure, i.e. the set of all extreme points of the cylinders at level n iscontained in the set of all extreme points of the cylinders at level n + 1, for all n � 1.The turntable condition implies the existence of turntable journeys in the neighbourhoodof each turntable.Theorem 16 Given a solenoid function s : S ! R+, the composition map cd � c�1cbetween two canonical charts c and d is a C1+ smooth map, whenever de�ned. Ifs : S ! R+ is an �-solenoid function then the composition map cd � c�1c is a C1+��smooth map whenever de�ned.Theorem 17 Given a solenoid function s : S ! R+ there is a C1+ Markov map Fsuch that sF = s : S ! R+.Theorem 18 Given an �-solenoid function s : S ! R+ there is a C1+�� Markov mapF such that sF = s : SF ! R+.10 Proof of theorems 2, 3 and 4.First, we introduce the following notation that we will use in the proof of the theorems.The pair (tn; sn) 2 
n � 
n is an adjacent symbol if and only if the lines Ctn andCsn have a common point or one of the extreme points x of Ctn and one of the extremepoints y of Csn are a connection fx; yg. The set 
n � 
n�
n is the set of all adjacentsymbols.If f and g are functions of a variable x with domain �; then we write Ox(f(x)) =Ox(g(x)) with constant d if d�1 < jf(x)jjg(x)j < dfor all x 2 �. Often we will drop the reference to d.If it is obvious which variable x is involved then we use the notation O(f(x)) instead.Thus if an and bn are sequences then O(an) = O(bn) means an=bn and bn=an arebounded away from 0 independently of n. The notation f(x) = O(g(x)) means thesame thing as O(f(x)) = O(g(x)). 32



Similarly, f(x) � O(g(x)) with constant d means jf(x)=g(x)j < d for all x 2 �.Proof of theorem 2. We are going to prove that if the Markov map F is C1+ smooththen �F : 
! R+ is a H�older scaling function.By theorem 3 in [7] the Markov partition of F has the (1+)-scaling property, i.e.there is 0 < � < 1 such that for all t = : : : t1 2 
,����1� �F (tn)�F (tn�1) ���� � O(�n):Thus, for all p; q > n > 0, �F (tp)�F (tq) 2 1�O(�n):Therefore, the limit �F (t) is well de�ned and�F (t)�F (tn) 2 1� O(�n): (2)By smoothness of the Markov map F and the expanding nature of F there is � > 0 suchthat for all t 2 
 = [n�1
n, �F (t) > �. Therefore, for all t 2 
�(t) = limn!1�F (tn) > �:Let 0 < " � 1 be such that � � �". For all t; s 2 
 such that tn = sn and tn+1 6= sn+1,we have by inequality (2)j�F (t) � �F (s)j � O(�n) � O ((�")n) � O ��d(t; s)�"� :Therefore, the function �F is H�older continuous in 
.For all t 2 
 the set Ct is bounded andXs2Ct �F (s) = limn!1Xs2Ct �F (sn+1) = 1:Therefore, �F : 
! R+ is a H�older scaling function.Proof of theorem 3. If the Markov maps F and G are C1+ conjugate then by theorem1 they are Cr-conjugate . By theorem 3 in [7] any two C1+ Markov maps F and G areC1+ conjugate if and only if the cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-scale equivalentand (1+)-connection equivalent.Therefore, we will prove that the cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-scaleequivalent and (1+)-connection equivalent if and only if the scaling function �F : 
F !R+ is equal to the scaling function �G : 
G ! R+.We will give the de�nitions of (1+)-scale equivalence and (1+)-connection equiva-lence during the proof. 33



By theorem 3 in [7] and smoothness of the Markov maps F and G their cylinderstructures have the (1+)-scale property and the (1+)-connection property. Therefore,they satisfy inequality (2) of the proof of theorem 2.Let us prove that if the cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-scale equivalent and(1+)-connection equivalent then they de�ne the same scaling function.Since F and G are topologically conjugate then they de�ne the same set 
 = 
F =
G.Since the cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-scale equivalent there is 0 < � < 1such that for all t = : : : t1 2 
 ����1� �F (tn)�G(tn) ���� � O(�n): (3)By inequalities (2) and (3), for all t = : : : t1 2 
 and for all n > 0�F (t)�G(t) = �F (t)�F (tn) �F (tn)�G(tn) �G(tn)�G(t)2 (1� O(�n))(1� O(�n))(1� O(�n))� 1�O(�n):On letting n converge to in�nity, we obtain that the scaling functions �F : 
 ! R+and �G : 
! R+ are equal.Let us prove that if the scaling functions �F : 
! R+ and �G : 
! R+ are equalthen the cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-scale equivalent and (1+)-connectionequivalent.For all tn 2 
n choose t = : : : tn : : : t1 2 
. Since �F (t) = �G(t) and by inequality(2), �F (tn)�G(tn) = �F (tn)�F (t) �F (t)�G(t) �G(t)�G(tn)2 (1�O(�n))(1� O(�n))� 1�O(�n): (4)The cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-scale equivalent.For all t 2 
n denote the cylinders CFt by Ct and the cylinders CGt by Dt. Let usprove that the cylinder structures F and G are (1+)-connection equivalent, i.e. for all(tn; sn) 2 
n jCtnjjCsn j jDsn jjDtn j 2 1� O(�n):34



For all adjacent symbols (tn; sn) 2 
n chooset = : : : tn : : : t1; s = : : : sn : : : s1 2 
such that (i) (tl; sl) 2 
l, (ii) there is 0 < k � n such that mk(tl) = mk(sl) for all llarge enough. Denote mi(tl) by ti and mi(sl) by si, for all i = 0; : : : ; k.Let H be the Markov map F or G. By the de�nition of (1+)-connection property ofthe cylinder structure of F and G, there is 0 < � < 1 such that, for all l > n,�����1� jCHtnjjCHsnj jCHsl jjCHtl j ����� � O(�n): (5)By inequalities (4) and (5)jCtnjjCsn j jDsn jjDtn j = jCtnjjCsnj jCsljjCtlj jCtljjCtkj jCskjjCslj jCtkjjCskjjDsk jjDtkj jDsl jjDsk j jDtkjjDtlj jDtl jjDslj jDsn jjDtnj2 (1� O(�n)) kYi=0��F (ti)�G(ti) �G(si)�F (si)�� (1� O(�n))(1� O(�l�k)):On letting l tend to in�nity, we obtain that the cylinder structures of F and G are(1+)-connection equivalent.Proof of theorem 4. We are going to prove that given a scaling function � : 
! R+corresponding to a topological Markov map without connections it corresponds to thescaling function � : 
! R+ a C1+ Markov map without connections.By theorem 3 in [7] given a cylinder structure without connections and with (1+)-scale property and bounded geometry then there is a C1+ Markov map F withoutconnections which generates this cylinder structure. We will de�ne (1+)-scale propertyduring the proof.De�ne the pre-scaling function � : 
 ! R+ as follows. For all n > 1 and for alltn�1 2 
n�1 choose t = : : : tn�1 : : : t1 2 
. For all s 2 Ct de�ne �(sn) = �(s).Since the scaling function is bounded from zero, trivially the pre-scaling functionis bounded from zero. Thus, the cylinder structure corresponding to the pre-scalingfunction � : 
! R+ has bounded geometry.We are going to prove that this cylinder structure has the (1+)-scaling property, i.e.there is 0 < � < 1 such that for all n > 1 and for all s 2 
n����1� �(s)�(�(s)) ���� � O(�n):35



For all n > 1 and for all sn 2 
n choose s = : : : snsn�1 : : : s1 2 
. Since the scalingfunction is H�older continuous and it is bounded away from zero�(sn)�(sn�1) 2 �(s) � �n�(s)� �n�1� 1� O(�n):By theorem 3 in [7] there is a C1+ Markov map F which generates a cylinder structurewith a pre-scaling function equal to � : 
 ! R+. By construction of the C1+ Markovmap F the scaling function �F : 
F ! R+ of F is equal to the scaling function� : 
! R+11 Proof of theorems 13, 14 and 15.We introduce the following new concepts. The set 
sn � 
n is the set of all adjacentsymbols (t; s) such that the cylinders Ct and Cs have a common regular point or oneof the extreme points x of Ct and one of the extreme points y of Cs are a preimageconnection fx; yg. The set 
gn � 
n is the set of all adjacent symbols (t; s) such thatCt or Cs is a gap and Ct and Cs have a common point.For all t; t0 2 
F such that t = t1; : : : ; tp = t0, where (ti; ti+1) 2 
 for all 1 � i < p,de�ne s(t; t) = 1 and s(t; t0) = p�1Yi=1 s(ti; ti+1) = p�1Yi=1 jCtijjCti+1 j = jCtjjCt0j :For all t 2 
, the set Bt of brothers of t is the set of all symbols s 2 
 such that tand s have the same mother. Since the Markov map F has a �nite number of branchesthe cardinality of the set Bt is bounded independently of the symbol t.By an easy algebraic manipulation the pre-scaling function � : 
 ! R+ is de�nedat t by (�(t))�1 = Xs2Bt s(s; t):Proof of theorem 13. Let us prove that the Markov map F is C1+�� smooth if andonly if the cylinder structure of F has the �-solenoid property. By theorem 2 in [7]the Markov map F is C1+�� smooth if and only if the cylinder structure of F has the(1 + �)-scale property, the (1 + �)-connection property and has bounded geometry.It is easy to check that property (i) of the �-solenoid property implies that thecylinder structure of F has bounded geometry and vice-versa. Therefore, we will prove36



that the cylinder structure of F has the �-solenoid property if and only if the cylinderstructure of F has the (1 + �)-scale property and the (1 + �)-connection property.We will give the de�nitions of (1+�)-scale property and (1+�)-connection propertyduring the proof.We now prove that if the cylinder structure of F has the �-solenoid property, thenit has the (1 + �)-scale property and the (1 + �)-connection property.Let �(t) 2 
 be such that F (Ct) = C�(t). The cylinder structure of F has the(1 + �)-scale property if and only if for all 0 < � < � and for all t 2 
���� �(t)�(�(t)) � 1���� � O(jCtj�):Since the cylinder structure of F has the �-solenoid property�(t)�(�(t)) = Ps2Bt s(�(s); �(t))Ps2Bt s(s; t)2 Ps2Bt s(s; t)(1� O(jCm(t)j�))Ps2Bt s(s; t)� 1� O(jCm(t)j�)� 1� O(jCtj�):The cylinder structure of F has the (1 + �)-connection property if and only if for all0 < � < � and for all (t; s) 2 
sn���� jCtjjCsj jC�(s)jjC�(t)j � 1���� � O((jCtj+ jCsj)�):By the �-solenoid property the cylinder structure of F has the (1 + �)-connectionproperty.Let us prove that if the cylinder structure of F has the (1 + �)-scale property andthe (1 + �)-connection property then the cylinder structure of F has the �-solenoidproperty.By the (1 + �)-connection property of the cylinder structure of F for all 0 < � < �and for all (t; s) 2 
sn s(t; s)s(�(t); �(s)) 2 1� O((jCtj+ jCsj)�):By the (1 + �)-scale property and by bounded geometry for all 0 < � < � and for all(t; s) 2 
gn s(t; s)s(�(t); �(s)) = �(t)�(�(t)) �(�(s))�(s)2 1�O(jCm(t)j�)� 1�O((jCtj+ jCsj)�):37



Therefore, the cylinder structure of F has the �-solenoid property.Proof of corollary 4. The proof follows in a similar way to the proof of theorem 13using � = � in the de�nitions of (1+�)-scale property and (1+�)-connection propertyand using the corollary of theorem 2 in [7].Proof of theorem 14. Let us prove that the Markov map F is C1+ smooth if andonly if the cylinder structure of F has the solenoid property. By the corollary 1 in [7]the Markov map F is C1+ smooth if and only if the cylinder structure of F has the(1+)-scale property, the (1+)-connection property and has bounded geometry.It is easy to check that property (i) of the solenoid property implies that the cylinderstructure of F has bounded geometry and vice-versa.Therefore, we will prove that the cylinder structure of F has the solenoid propertyif and only if the cylinder structure of F has the (1+)-scale property and the (1+)-connection property.We will give the de�nitions of (1+)-scale property and (1+)-connection propertyduring the proof.We now prove that if the cylinder structure of F has the solenoid property, then ithas the (1+)-scale property and the (1+)-connection property.The cylinder structure of F has the (1+)-scale property if and only if there is 0 <� < 1 such that for all t 2 
 ���� �(t)�(�(t)) � 1���� � O(�n):Since the cylinder structure of F has the solenoid property,�(t)�(�(t)) = Ps2Bt s(�(s); �(t))Ps2Bt s(s; t)2 Ps2Bt s(s; t)(1 � c�n))Ps2Bt s(s; t)� 1�O(�n):The cylinder structure of F has the (1+)-connection property if and only if there is0 < � < 1 such that for all (t; s) 2 
sn���� jCtjjCsj jC�(s)jjC�(t)j � 1���� � O(�n):Since the cylinder structure of F has the solenoid property, trivially it has the (1+)-connection property. 38



Let us prove that if the cylinder structure of F has the (1+)-scale property and the(1+)-connection property then it has the solenoid property.By the (1+)-connection property of the cylinder structure of F there is 0 < � < 1such that for all (t; s) 2 
sn s(t; s)s(�(t); �(s)) 2 1� O(�n):By the (1+)-scale property and by bounded geometry for all (t; s) 2 
gns(t; s)s(�(t); �(s)) = �(t)�(�(t)) �(�(s))�(s)2 1� O(�n):Therefore, the cylinder structure of F has the solenoid property.Proof of theorem 15. By theorem 3 in [7] the Markov mapF andG are C1+ conjugateif and only if the cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-scale equivalent and (1+)-connection equivalent. Therefore, we will prove that the cylinder structures of F and Gare solenoid equivalent if and only if they are (1+)-scale equivalent and (1+)-connectionequivalent. We will give the de�nitions of (1+)-scale equivalence and (1+)-connectionequivalence during the proof.First, we prove that if the cylinder structures of F and G are solenoid equivalentthen they are (1+)-scale equivalent and (1+)-connection equivalent.They are (1+)-scale equivalent if and only if there is 0 < � < 1 such that for alln > 1 and for all t 2 
n �����F (t)�G(t) � 1���� � O(�n):Since the cylinder structures of F and G are solenoid equivalent�F (t)�G(t) = Ps2Bt sG(s; t)Ps2Bt sF (s; t)2 Ps2Bt sF (s; t)(1� O(�n))Ps2Bt sF (s; t)� 1� O(�n):Now, we prove that the cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-connection equiva-lent.For all t 2 
 denote the cylinders CFt by Ct and the cylinders CGt by Dt.The cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-connection equivalent if and only ifthere is 0 < � < 1 such that for all n > 1 and for all (t; s) 2 
sn���� jCtjjCsj jDsjjDtj � 1���� � O(�n):39



Since the cylinder structures of F andG are solenoid equivalent, they are (1+)-connectionequivalent.Let us prove that if the cylinder structures of F and G are (1+)-scale equivalent and(1+)-connection equivalent then they are solenoid equivalent.Since they are (1+)-connection equivalent, there is 0 < � < 1 such that for all n > 1and for all (t; s) 2 
sn sF (t; s)sG(t; s) 2 1� O(�n):By (1+)-scale equivalence for all (t; s) 2 
gnsF (t; s)sG(t; s) = �F (t)�G(t) �G(s)�F (s)2 1�O(�n):Therefore, the cylinder structures of F and G are solenoid equivalent.12 Proof of theorems 5, 7, 16 and 17.We are going to state and prove theorems 5, 17, 7 and 18. In the proof of these theoremswe will use the following notation for the solenoid set S = SF which is more intelligiblefor computations. The solenoid set S = SF is the set of all pairs(t; s) = : : : t1; : : :s1) 2 
� 
of two-lines preorbits such that there exists Nt;s > 0 with the property that for alln � Nt;s, (tn; sn) 2 
sn � 
gn if and only if n > Nt;s. The set SGC � S is the set of all(t; s) 2 S such that Nt;s = 1.Proof of theorem 5. By theorem 14 and by the smoothness of the Markov map F ,the cylinder structure of F has the solenoid property. Thus, there is 0 < � < 1 suchthat for all (t; s) 2 S and for all n � Nt;s,����1� s(tn; sn)s(tn+1; sn+1) ���� � O(�n):Thus, for all p; q > n � Nt;s � 1,s(tp; sp)s(tq ; sq) 2 1�O(�n):Therefore, the function s : S ! R+ is well de�ned ands(t; s)s(tn; sn) 2 1� O(�n): (6)40



Let 0 < � � 1 be such that � � ��. Let (t; s); (t0; s0) 2 S be such that Nt;s = Nt0;s0 andpossess the property that tn = t0n, sn = s0n, and tn+1 6= t0n+1 or sn+1 6= s0n+1, for somen � Nt;s. By inequality (6), the function s : S ! R+ is pseudo-H�older continuous�����1� s(t; s)s(t0; s0) ����� � �����1� s(t; s)s(tn; sn) s(t0n; s0n)s(t0; s0) ������ O �(d((t; s); (t0; s0)))�� :By de�nition of the pre-solenoid function, for all element (z; s) 2 S such that theelements (t1; t2) : : : ; (tp; tp+1) 2 S are in the same turntable and z = t1 and s = tp+1,the value pYi=1 s(ti; ti+1) = limn!1 pYi=1 s(tin; ti+1n ) = limn!1 s(zn; sn) = s(z; s):Therefore, the function s : S ! R+ satis�es the turntable condition.By de�nition of the pre-solenoid function, for all (t; s) 2 S and for all u 2 Ct [ CsPt02Ct s(u; t0)Ps02Cs s(u; s0) = limn!1 Pt02Ct s(un; t0n)Ps02Cs s(un; s0n)= limn!1 s(tn; sn)= s(t; s):The function s : S ! R+ satis�es the matching condition. Therefore, the functions : S ! R+ is a pseudo-H�older solenoid function.Proof of theorem 7. By theorem 13, the cylinder structure of F has the �-solenoidproperty. Thus, for all (t; s) 2 S and for all n � Nt;s,����1� s(tn; sn)s(tn+1; sn+1) ���� � O((jCtn j+ jCsnj)�):By the expanding property of the Markov map F , for all p; q > n � Nt;s � 1,s(tp; sp)s(tq ; sq) 2 1� O((jCtnj+ jCsnj)�):Therefore, s(t; s)s(tn; sn) 2 1� O((jCtn j+ jCsnj)�): (7)Let (t; s); (u; v) 2 S be such that Nt;s = Nu;v and have the property that tn = un,sn = vn, and tn+1 6= un+1 or sn+1 6= vn+1, for some n � Nt;s = Nu;v. By inequality (7)����1� s(t; s)s(u; v) ���� � ����1� s(t; s)s(tn; sn) s(un; vn)s(u; v) ����� O �(d((t; s); (u; v)))�� :41



Therefore, the solenoid function s : S ! R+ is an �-solenoid function.Proof of theorem 16. By theorem 3 in [7] the composition map c � d�1 is a smoothmap if and only if the cylinder structures of the canonical charts c and d are (1+)-scaleequivalent and (1+)-connection equivalent. Similarly to the proof of theorem 15, the(1+)-scale equivalence and (1+)-connection equivalence are equivalent to the followingsolenoid equivalence de�ned by equation (8).For all n � 1 and for all (wn; vn) 2 
c;n\
d;n let (w = : : :wn : : :w1; v = : : : vn : : : v1) 2S. By the pseudo-H�older continuity of the solenoid function, there is 0 < � < 1 andthere are constants c1; c2 > 0sc(wn; vn)sd(wn; vn) 2 s(w; v)(1� c1�n)s(w; v)(1� c1�n)� 1� c1�n: (8)and sc(wn; vn) > c2. Therefore, the cylinder structures of the canonical charts c and dare solenoid equivalent.By theorem 3 in [7] the composition map c�d�1 is a C1+�� smooth map if and onlyif the cylinder structures of the canonical charts c and d are (1+�)-scale equivalent and(1 + �)-connection equivalent. Similarly to the proof of theorem 13, the (1 + �)-scaleequivalence and (1+�)-connection equivalence are equivalent to the following�-solenoidequivalence de�ned by equation (9).For all n � 1 and for all (wn; vn) 2 
c;n\
d;n let (w = : : :wn : : :w1; v = : : : vn : : : v1) 2S. By the �-pseudo-H�older continuity of the solenoid function, for all 0 < � < � thereare constants c; c� > 0 such thatsc(wn; vn)sd(wn; vn) 2 s(w; v)(1� c�(jCwn + Cvnj))s(w; v)(1� c�(jCwn + Cvnj))� 1� c�(jCwn + Cvn j) (9)and sc(wn; vn) > c. Therefore, the cylinder structures of the canonical charts c and dare �-solenoid equivalent.Proof of theorem 17. Let F : �F ! �F be the topologicalMarkov map correspondingto the symbolic solenoid set S. By the turntable condition of the solenoid function andby theorem 16, the canonical charts give a smooth structure of the set �F .For all c = (t; s) 2 SGC de�ne e = (v; z) 2 SGC by F (Ctn) � F (Cvn�1) andF (Csn) � F (Czn�1), for all n > 1. By the construction of the canonical charts c : �c !R+ and e : �e ! R+ the Markov map F is an a�ne map in �c with respect to the42



charts c and e. Therefore, the Markov map F is a C1+ Markov map F . By constructionof the canonical charts the solenoid function sF : S ! R+ = s : S ! R+Proof of theorem 18. By theorem 17 and theorem 16.13 Proof of theorems 6 and 8.Proof of theorem 6. By theorem 5 and theorem 17 a C1+ Markov map F de�nes asolenoid function sF and vice-versa. By theorem 1, if the Cr Markov maps F and Gare C1+ conjugate then they are Cr-conjugate . Therefore, we have to prove that thesmooth Markov maps F and G are C1+ conjugate if and only if the solenoid functionsF : SF ! R+ is equal to the solenoid function sG : SG ! R+.By theorem 15, the smooth Markov maps F and G are C1+ conjugate if and onlyif the cylinder structures of F and G are solenoid equivalent. Therefore, we will provethat the cylinder structures of F and G are solenoid equivalent if and only if sF = sG:By smoothness of the Markov maps F and G and by theorem 14 the cylinder struc-tures of F and G have the solenoid property.Let us prove that if the cylinder structures of F and G are solenoid equivalent thenthe solenoid function sF : SF ! R+ is equal to the solenoid function sG : SG ! R+.Since the Markov maps F and G are topologically conjugate the solenoid set SF andSG are equal.Since the cylinder structures of F andG are solenoid equivalent and have the solenoidproperty, there is 0 < � < 1 such that for all (t = : : : t1; s = : : : s1) 2 S and for alln � Nt;s � 1 sF (t; s)sG(t; s) = sF (t; s)sF (tn; sn) sF (tn; sn)sG(tn; sn) sG(tn; sn)sG(t; s)2 (1� O(�n))(1� O(�n))(1 �O(�n))� 1� O(�n):On letting n converge to in�nity, we obtain that solenoid functions sF : S ! R+ andsG : S ! R+ are equal.Now, we prove that if the solenoid functions sF : S ! R+ and sG : S ! R+ areequal then the cylinder structures of F and G are solenoid equivalent.For all (tn; sn) 2 
sn � 
gn, choose (t = : : : tn : : : t1; s = : : : sn : : : s1) 2 S such thatNt;s � n. Since the cylinder structures of F and G have the solenoid property and43



sF (t; s) = sG(t; s) sF (tn; sn)sG(tn; sn) = sF (tn; sn)sF (t; s) sF (t; s)sG(t; s) sG(t; s)sG(tn; sn)2 (1� O(�n))(1� O(�n))� 1� O(�n):Therefore, the cylinder structures of F and G are solenoid equivalent.Proof of lemma 4. Let F and G be two C1+ Markov maps such that sF = sG = s. Bytheorem 6, the Markov maps F and G are C1+ conjugate. Thus, for all t 2 
F = 
GjCFt j = O(jCGt j): Therefore, for all 0 < � < � if the solenoid function s : S ! R+ is �pseudo-H�older continuous with respect to the metric d de�ned by using the Markov mapF then the solenoid function s : S ! R+ is � pseudo-H�older continuous with respectto the metric d de�ned by using the Markov map G.Proof of theorem 8. By theorem 7 and theorem 18 a C1+�� Markov map F de�nesan �-solenoid function sF and vice-versa. By theorem 6, the smooth Markov maps Fand G are C1+ conjugate by h if and only if the solenoid functions sF : SF ! R+ andsG : SG ! R+ are equal. By theorem 1, the conjugacy h is a C1+�� smooth map h.Proof of corollary 2. Let � > � and suppose that the Markov map F is C1+� smooth.By theorem 8, the solenoid function s : S ! R is � pseudo-H�older continuous which isabsurd.14 Proof of theorems 9, 10, 11 and 12.Proof of theorem 9. By theorem 5, the C1+ Markov mapF de�nes a solenoid functionsF . Let us check that the solenoid function sF is �-determined.By theorem 13, the cylinder structure of F has the �-solenoid property. Thus, forall 0 < � < �, for all (t; s) 2 S and for all n > Nt;s,����1� s(tn; sn)s(tn�1; sn�1) ���� � O((jCtnj+ jCsnj)�):By expansiveness of F , for all p; q � n > Nt;ss(tp; sp)s(tq ; sq) 2 1� O((jCtnj+ jCsnj)�):Therefore, s(t; s)s(tn; sn) 2 1� O((jCtn j+ jCsnj)�):44



The solenoid function sF : S ! R+ is �-determined.Proof of theorem 10. First, we prove that the cylinder structure corresponding tothe pre-solenoid function s = sF : 
! R+ has the �-solenoid property.The cylinder structure of G has bounded geometry by compactness of the set SGCwhich proves condition (i) of �-solenoid property.For all 0 < � < � and for all (tn; sn) 2 
sn [ 
gn, let (t = : : : tn : : : t1; s =: : : sn : : : s1) 2 S: By the �-determined property of the solenoid function condition (ii)is also veri�ed s(sn; tn)s(sn�1; tn�1) 2 s(s; t)(1�O((jCsn j+ jCtn j)�))s(s; t)(1� O((jCsn�1 j+ jCtn�1 j)�))� 1�O((jCsn j+ jCtnj)�):By theorem 13, there is a C1+�� Markov map G with pre-solenoid function sG = sF :
! R+.Proof of theorem 11. By theorem 5, the Markov map F de�nes a solenoid functionsF . Let us check that the solenoid function sF is determined.By theorem 14, the cylinder structure of F has the solenoid property. Thus, thereis 0 < � < 1 such that for all t; s 2 S and for all n > Nt;s,����1� s(tn; sn)s(tn�1; sn�1) ���� � O(�n):Therefore, s(t; s)s(tn; sn) 2 1� O(�n):The solenoid function sF : S ! R+ is determined.Proof of theorem 12. First, we prove that the cylinder structure corresponding tothe pre-solenoid function s = sF : 
! R+ has the solenoid property.The cylinder structure of G has bounded geometry by compactness of the set SGCwhich proves condition (i) of the solenoid property.For all (tn; sn) 2 
sn � 
gn, let (t = : : : tn : : : t1; s = : : : sn : : : s1) 2 S: By the deter-mined property of the solenoid function condition (ii) is also veri�eds(sn; tn)s(sn�1; tn�1) 2 s(s; t)(1� O(�n))s(s; t)(1� O(�n�1))� 1� O(�n):By theorem 14, there is a C1+ Markov map G with pre-solenoid function sG = sF :
! R+. 45
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